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The Bikol language of the Philippines, spoken in the
southernmost peninsula of Luzon Island and extending into the
island provinces of Catanduanes and Masbate, is presented in
this bilingual dictionary. An introduction explains the Bikol
alphabet, orthographic representation (including policies
adopted in writing Spanish and English loan words), foreign
sounds in Bikol, and Bikol phonology. A section on the use of
the dictionary outlines affixes, tenses, verbal and nonverbal
stress, combined affix forms, the causative series "pa-,"
"mang-" and "pang-" series, "pang-" as a nominal, "maki-" and
"paki-" series, "hing-" series, unintentional action, ability
series, "magin," and plural nouns, verbs, and adjectives. The
Bikol-English and English-Bikol dictionary sections follow.
"Phrases and Names, Their Origins and Meanings" by Trench
H. Johnson. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a
wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From wellknown classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we
issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition
has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability
for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks
that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a highquality digital format.
'A real-life thriller, a page-turner, a deeply shocking dissection
of avarice and calculated callousness. We knew some of this
story; it turns out we didn’t know the half of it. Exhaustively
researched and written with grace and gravity, Empire of Pain
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unpeels a most terrible American scandal. You feel almost
guilty for enjoying it so much.' Melanie Reid, The Times The
gripping and shocking story of three generations of the Sackler
family and their roles in the stories of Valium and Oxycontin,
by the prize-winning, bestselling author of Say Nothing. The
Sackler name adorns the walls of many storied institutions –
Harvard; the Metropolitan Museum of Art; Oxford; the
Louvre. They are one of the richest families in the world,
known for their lavish donations in the arts and the sciences.
The source of the family fortune was vague, however, until it
emerged that the Sacklers were responsible for making and
marketing Oxycontin, a blockbuster painkiller that was a
catalyst for the opioid crisis-an international epidemic of drug
addiction which has killed nearly half a million people. In this
masterpiece of narrative reporting and writing, Patrick Radden
Keefe exhaustively documents the jaw-dropping and
ferociously compelling reality. Empire of Pain is the story of a
dynasty: a parable of 21st century greed.
Disorganized Crime
Dealers, Doctors, and the Drug Company that Addicted
America
Collecting for a New Century
Fifteenth Census of the United States
The Big Midget Murders
Bikol Dictionary
The story of King Solomon, as told by his court historian.
Journalist Beth Macy's definitive account of America's opioid
epidemic "masterfully interlaces stories of communities in
crisis with dark histories of corporate greed and regulatory
indifference" (New York Times) -- from the boardroom to the
courtroom and into the living rooms of Americans. In this
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extraordinary work, Beth Macy takes us into the epicenter of a
national drama that has unfolded over two decades. From the
labs and marketing departments of big pharma to local
doctor's offices; wealthy suburbs to distressed small
communities in Central Appalachia; from distant cities to onceidyllic farm towns; the spread of opioid addiction follows a
tortuous trajectory that illustrates how this crisis has persisted
for so long and become so firmly entrenched. Beginning with
a single dealer who lands in a small Virginia town and sets
about turning high school football stars into heroin overdose
statistics, Macy sets out to answer a grieving mother's
question-why her only son died-and comes away with a
gripping, unputdownable story of greed and need. From the
introduction of OxyContin in 1996, Macy investigates the
powerful forces that led America's doctors and patients to
embrace a medical culture where overtreatment with
painkillers became the norm. In some of the same
communities featured in her bestselling book Factory Man,
the unemployed use painkillers both to numb the pain of
joblessness and pay their bills, while privileged teens trade
pills in cul-de-sacs, and even high school standouts fall prey
to prostitution, jail, and death. Through unsparing, compelling,
and unforgettably humane portraits of families and first
responders determined to ameliorate this epidemic, each
facet of the crisis comes into focus. In these politically
fragmented times, Beth Macy shows that one thing uniting
Americans across geographic, partisan, and class lines is
opioid drug abuse. But even in the midst of twin crises in drug
abuse and healthcare, Macy finds reason to hope and ample
signs of the spirit and tenacity that are helping the countless
ordinary people ensnared by addiction build a better future for
themselves, their families, and their communities. "An
impressive feat of journalism, monumental in scope and
urgent in its implications." -- Jennifer Latson, The Boston
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Globe
The Catherine-Wheel had once been a home for pirates and
smugglers, but now is looked like it was harbouring a
murderer. There was a certain heavy air of intrigue and
mystery emanating from the old inn high on the cliff top. The
Catherine-Wheel had once been a home for pirates and
smugglers, but now is looked like it was harbouring a
murderer. It had begun with an advertisement in the paper
requesting descendants of the late innkeeper, Jeremiah
Taverner, to stay for a weekend at the inn. They had arrived,
a mixed assortment, to the family reunion eager to discover
the secrets of their ancestry. But one of them had been
hideously murdered, bringing the inn's stormy past into
frightening focus. Scotland Yard, already suspicious of dope
smuggling in the area, sends Maud Silver to investigate
before the fireworks start to fly.
Greed, Corruption and War in the Global Diamond Trade
How to Avoid the Tyranny of Textbooks and Get Students
Excited About Doing History, Second Edition
Brown Girl Dreaming
Smart Textiles
Public Opinion
What the New Science of Psychedelics Teaches Us About
Consciousness, Dying, Addiction, Depression, and
Transcendence

A New York Times Bestseller and National Book Award
Winner Jacqueline Woodson, the acclaimed author of Red
at the Bone, tells the moving story of her childhood in
mesmerizing verse. Raised in South Carolina and New
York, Woodson always felt halfway home in each place.
In vivid poems, she shares what it was like to grow up as
an African American in the 1960s and 1970s, living with
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the remnants of Jim Crow and her growing awareness of
the Civil Rights movement. Touching and powerful, each
poem is both accessible and emotionally charged, each
line a glimpse into a child’s soul as she searches for her
place in the world. Woodson’s eloquent poetry also
reflects the joy of finding her voice through writing
stories, despite the fact that she struggled with reading as
a child. Her love of stories inspired her and stayed with
her, creating the first sparks of the gifted writer she was to
become. A National Book Award Winner A Newbery
Honor Book A Coretta Scott King Award Winner Praise
for Jacqueline Woodson: Ms. Woodson writes with a sure
understanding of the thoughts of young people, offering a
poetic, eloquent narrative that is not simply a story . . . but
a mature exploration of grown-up issues and selfdiscovery.”—The New York Times Book Review
“Pollan keeps you turning the pages . . . cleareyed and
assured.” —New York Times A #1 New York Times
Bestseller, New York Times Book Review 10 Best Books
of 2018, and New York Times Notable Book A brilliant
and brave investigation into the medical and scientific
revolution taking place around psychedelic drugs--and the
spellbinding story of his own life-changing psychedelic
experiences When Michael Pollan set out to research how
LSD and psilocybin (the active ingredient in magic
mushrooms) are being used to provide relief to people
suffering from difficult-to-treat conditions such as
depression, addiction and anxiety, he did not intend to
write what is undoubtedly his most personal book. But
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upon discovering how these remarkable substances are
improving the lives not only of the mentally ill but also of
healthy people coming to grips with the challenges of
everyday life, he decided to explore the landscape of the
mind in the first person as well as the third. Thus began a
singular adventure into various altered states of
consciousness, along with a dive deep into both the latest
brain science and the thriving underground community of
psychedelic therapists. Pollan sifts the historical record to
separate the truth about these mysterious drugs from the
myths that have surrounded them since the 1960s, when a
handful of psychedelic evangelists inadvertently catalyzed
a powerful backlash against what was then a promising
field of research. A unique and elegant blend of science,
memoir, travel writing, history, and medicine, How to
Change Your Mind is a triumph of participatory
journalism. By turns dazzling and edifying, it is the
gripping account of a journey to an exciting and
unexpected new frontier in our understanding of the mind,
the self, and our place in the world. The true subject of
Pollan's "mental travelogue" is not just psychedelic drugs
but also the eternal puzzle of human consciousness and
how, in a world that offers us both suffering and joy, we
can do our best to be fully present and find meaning in our
lives.
James Loewen has revised Teaching What Really
Happened, the bestselling, go-to resource for social
studies and history teachers wishing to break away from
standard textbook retelling of the past. In addition to
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updating the scholarship and anecdotes throughout, the
second edition features a timely new chapter entitled
"Truth" that addresses how traditional and social media
can distort current events and historical record. Helping
students understand what really happened in the past will
empower them to use history as a tool to argue for better
policies in the present. Our society needs engaged citizens
now more than ever, and this book offers teachers
concrete ideas for getting students excited about history
while also teaching them to read critically. It will
specifically help teachers and students tackle important
content areas, including Eurocentrism, the American
Indian experience, and slavery. Book Features: an up-todate assessment of the potential and pitfalls of U.S. and
world history education; information to help teachers
expect, and get good performance from students of all
racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic backgrounds; strateiges
for incorporating project-oriented self-learning, having
students conduct online historical reserch, and teaching
historiography; ideas from teachers across the country.
The Catherine-Wheel
Coasts of Korea and China
EMPIRE OF PAIN By Patrick Radden Keefe
The Bean Trees
Hell's Angels
Occupation Hazards and Diagnostic Signs
The brutal murder of a business tycoon leaves
Afton Tangler and the Twin Cities reeling,
but that’s just the beginning of a gruesome
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crime spree... Leland Odin made his fortune
launching a home shopping network, but his
millions can’t save his life. On the list for
a transplant, the ailing businessman sees all
hope lost when the helicopter carrying his
donor heart is shot out of the sky. Now with
two pilots dead and dozens injured, Afton
Tangler, family liaison officer for the
Minneapolis Police Department, is drawn into
the case. As she and her partner investigate
family members and business associates,
whoever wants Leland dead strikes again—and
succeeds—in a brazen hospital room attack.
The supposedly squeaky clean millionaire has
crossed the wrong person—and she’s not
finished exacting her revenge. The case
explodes into an international conspiracy of
unbridled greed and violence. And as Afton
gets closer to unearthing the mastermind
behind it, she gets closer to becoming
collateral damage...
A penetrative study of democratic theory and
the role of citizens in a democracy, this
classic by a two-time Pulitzer Prize-winner
offers a prescient view of the media's
function in shaping public perceptions.
Africa’s diamond wars took four million
lives. ‘Blood on the Stone’ tells the story
of how diamonds came to be so dangerous,
describing the great diamond cartel and a
dangerous pipeline leading from war-torn
Africa to the glittering showrooms of Paris,
London and New York. It describes the
campaign that forced an industry and more
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than 50 governments to create a global
control mechanism, and it provides a sobering
prognosis on its future.
The Union Telephone Operator
Tatler
The Silhouette Solution
Art for the Nation
Blood on the Stone
A Strange and Terrible Saga

Smart Textiles: Wearable Nanotechnology provides a
comprehensive presentation of recent advancements in the
area of smart nanotextiles giving specific importance to
materials and production processes. Different materials,
production routes, performance characteristics,
application areas and functionalization mechanisms are
covered. The book provides a guideline to students,
researchers, academicians and technologists who seek
novel solutions in the related area by including
groundbreaking advancements in different aspects of the
diverse smart nanotextiles fields. This ground-breaking
book is expected to spark an inspiration to allow future
progress in smart nanotextiles research. The diversity of
the topics, as well as the expert subject-matter contributors
from all over the world representing various disciplines,
ensure comprehensiveness and a broad understanding of
smart nanotextiles.
Amoral, cunning, ruthless, and instructive, this multimillion-copy New York Times bestseller is the definitive
manual for anyone interested in gaining, observing, or
defending against ultimate control – from the author of
The Laws of Human Nature. In the book that People
magazine proclaimed “beguiling” and “fascinating,”
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Robert Greene and Joost Elffers have distilled three
thousand years of the history of power into 48 essential
laws by drawing from the philosophies of Machiavelli, Sun
Tzu, and Carl Von Clausewitz and also from the lives of
figures ranging from Henry Kissinger to P.T. Barnum.
Some laws teach the need for prudence (“Law 1: Never
Outshine the Master”), others teach the value of
confidence (“Law 28: Enter Action with Boldness”), and
many recommend absolute self-preservation (“Law 15:
Crush Your Enemy Totally”). Every law, though, has one
thing in common: an interest in total domination. In a bold
and arresting two-color package, The 48 Laws of Power is
ideal whether your aim is conquest, self-defense, or simply
to understand the rules of the game.
There's no better time to rediscover James Bond. The
Spangled Mob are no ordinary American gangsters. They
prey on the addictions of the wealthy and treat the poor as
collateral. Their ruthless desire for power and fierce
brotherly loyalty make them deadly and invincible. James
Bond must go deep undercover in his urgent new
assignment: to destroy their millionaire masterminds, Jack
and Seraffimo Spang. But the Spangs' cruel influence is
everywhere, from dusty African diamond mines to the
frenzied gambling dens of Las Vegas. Can Bond find his
men before his cover is blown? 'Bond is a hero for all time'
Jeffrey Deaver
The Story of the Remarkable Woman Who Served with
the Flying Tigers in Burma and China, 1941-1942
The Tatler
Ardessa
The Book of King Solomon
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Transcension
A Guide to Impairments to be Looked for in Hazardous
Occupations

Lincoln the Unknown is a biography of Abraham
Lincoln, written by Dale Carnegie and given out
as a prize in the Dale Carnegie Course. The
book offers an inspiring glimpse into Lincoln's
legendary life: The hardships of his early years,
the difficulties of his White House days, his
tragicomic marriage, and the war with the
South. Abraham Lincoln, a farm boy, becomes
the President of the United States. He travels
miles to borrow books; reading being the
dominant passion of his for quarter of a
century. Lincoln The Unknown By Dale Carnegie
Actually, book is really a home window to the
world. Also many people might not appreciate
reviewing publications; the books will certainly
always offer the exact info about reality,
fiction, encounter, journey, politic, faith, as well
as a lot more. We are below a site that provides
collections of books more than guide store.
Exhibition includes approximately 2% of the
acquisitions made during the 1990s.
A radically simple and universally flattering
system for getting dressed, from the Emmy
Award–winning stylist who turned Fran
Drescher of The Nanny into a fashion icon
“Brenda’s capsule wardrobe system is a
lifesaver. I will never look at my clothes the
same way again!”—Fran Drescher, star and cocreator of The Nanny Using your existing
clothes plus a splash of something new, The
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Silhouette Solution provides a method that
transforms how you’ll view your wardrobe, your
style, and ultimately, yourself. With just four
tops, four bottoms, and a few pairs of shoes,
Brenda Cooper shows you how to create the
foundation for a fabulously functional
wardrobe. Regardless of your age, size, body
type, or budget, you’ll have a set of modern,
versatile, mix-and-match pieces that work for
every occasion of your life. Learn how to
effortlessly: • Coordinate comfortable, stylish
outfits • Discover your true style ID • Accept
your body with loving kindness • Reinvent your
wardrobe • Know exactly what to shop for •
And enjoy a newfound fashion freedom With
The Silhouette Solution’s strategy, you’ll get
out the door in a fraction of the time, feeling
beautiful and at home in your body. That kind
of empowerment is always in style!
Teaching What Really Happened
Lincoln The Unknown
Using What You Have to Get the Look You Want
Official Journal
Wearable Nanotechnology
Thirty Years in Hell, Or the Confessions of a
Drug Fiend (Classic Reprint)

Excerpt from Thirty Years in Hell, or the Confessions of a
Drug Fiend An ancient author tells us somewhere with the
tone of a pedagogue, that if you have not done anything
worthy of being recorded, at least write something worthy
of being read. It is a precept as beautiful as a diamond cut
in England; but it cannot be applied to me, because I have
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written neither a novel nor the life of an illustrious
character. Worthy or not, my life is my subject and my
subject is my life. I have lived without dreaming that I
Should take a fancy to write these confessions, and for
that very reason the effort may claim from the reader an
interest and a sympathy which they would not have
Obtained. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find
more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a
reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten
Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare
cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or
missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do,
however, repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully; any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works.
Matt is six years old when he discovers that he is different
from other children and other people. To most, Matt isn't
considered a boy at all, but a beast, dirty and disgusting.
But to El Patron, lord of a country called Opium, Matt is
the guarantee of eternal life. El Patron loves Matt as he
loves himself - for Matt is himself. They share the exact
same DNA. As Matt struggles to understand his existence
and what that existence truly means, he is threatened by a
host of sinister and manipulating characters, from El
Patron's power-hungry family to the brain-deadened eejits
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and mindless slaves that toil Opium's poppy fields.
Surrounded by a dangerous army of bodyguards, escape is
the only chance Matt has to survive. But even escape is no
guarantee of freedom… because Matt is marked by his
difference in ways that he doesn't even suspect.
SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF EMPIRE OF PAIN
BY PATRICK RADDEN KEEFEDISCLAIMERThis
book was not written by Patrick Keefe. It is a summary
guide that written for your own delight by PRK Press. If
you are seeking to buy Patrick's book pls don't buy this.
ABOUT THE ORIGINAL BOOKThe Sackler name
adorns the walls of many storied institutions-Harvard, the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, Oxford, the Louvre. They
are one of the richest families in the world, known for
their lavish donations to the arts and the sciences. The
source of the family fortune was vague, however, until it
emerged that the Sacklers were responsible for making
and marketing a blockbuster painkiller that was the
catalyst for the opioid crisis. Empire of Pain begins with
the story of three doctor brothers, Raymond, Mortimer
and the incalculably energetic Arthur, who weathered the
poverty of the Great Depression and appalling antiSemitism. Working at a barbaric mental institution, Arthur
saw a better way and conducted groundbreaking research
into drug treatments. He also had a genius for marketing,
especially for pharmaceuticals, and bought a small ad
firm. Arthur devised the marketing for Valium, and built
the first great Sackler fortune. He purchased a drug
manufacturer, Purdue Frederick, which would be run by
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Raymond and Mortimer. The brothers began collecting
art, and wives, and grand residences in exotic locales.
Their children and grandchildren grew up in luxury. Forty
years later, Raymond's son Richard ran the family-owned
Purdue. The template Arthur Sackler created to sell
Valium-co-opting doctors, influencing the FDA,
downplaying the drug's addictiveness-was employed to
launch a far more potent product: OxyContin. The drug
went on to generate some thirty-five billion dollars in
revenue, and to launch a public health crisis in which
hundreds of thousands would die.Click on the BUY NOW
button to grab your own copy now.
The Lady and the Tigers
Dopesick
Getting the message through: A Branch History of the
U.S. Army Signal Corps
An Illustrated Journal of Society, the Drama, and Sport...
Phrases and Names, Their Origins and Meanings
Alphabetical Index of Occupations
The grand-mannered old man who sat at a
desk in the reception-room of “The Outcry”
offices to receive visitors and incidentally to
keep the time-book of the employees, looked
up as Miss Devine entered at ten minutes
past ten and condescendingly wished him
good morning. He bowed profoundly as she
minced past his desk, and with an indifferent
air took her course down the corridor that led
to the editorial offices. Mechanically he
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opened the flat, black book at his elbow and
placed his finger on D, running his eye along
the line of figures after the name Devine. “It's
banker's hours she keeps, indeed,” he
muttered. What was the use of entering so
capricious a record? Nevertheless, with his
usual preliminary flourish he wrote 10:10
under this, the fourth day of May.
Aleph is a machine mentality overseeing a
future Earth largely bereft of humans, most
of whom have sublimed into a
virtuality.Remaining are the smug but
cautious adherents of science. Amanda, still a
teen at age 30, is a skilled violinist and
mathematician but craves the applause of the
Mall for some daring exploit. In a nearby
enclave live the rustic, non-scientific people
who worship the god of their choice. In the
center of their poly-religious valley a wicked
tower has emerged, surely a tool of evil
temptation. Far below, a supersonic railroad
is being constructed. Amanda conceives a
dangerous feat: to enter the valley and
descend to the rushing train, hitching a mad
ride to the next city. Using a cyber "Liar bee,"
she buzzes the ear of young Matthewmark,
who chafes under the restrictions of his own
narrow society. He agrees to aid Amanda and
her friend Vikram Singh, but the scheme goes
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horribly wrong. Vik dies; Matthewmark's
brain is seriously damaged, although he
recovers with advanced neurological
prostheses. This treatment, condemned by his
own people, allows him contact with the AI
Aleph. In a series of startling moves, Amanda
graduates to adulthood (and her modish
clipped speech patterns give way to this new
sophistication), while Matthewmark explores
uncanny and sometimes very funny
opportunities in the Alephverse, climaxing in
the dismantling of the solar system and its
embrace by the hyperuniverse beyond ours.
This is the Singularity, at last, the
Transcension, and everyone lives happily ever
after, for rather mindboggling values of
"lives" and "happily."
Abhinav Bindra once shot 100 out of 100 in
practice six times in a row and walked out of
the range unhappy. He is a perfectionist who
once soled his shoes with rubber from Ferrari
tyres because he thought it would help. He
would wake up at 3 am to practise at his
range at home if an idea suddenly struck him.
It is from such obsession that greatness
arrives. Abhinav Bindra's journey to become
the first Indian to win an individual Olympic
gold, and the first Indian to win a World
Championship gold, is a story of singlePage 17/23
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minded passion. The Olympics has been an allconsuming journey for him ever since he was
shattering beer bottles and glass ampoules in
his garden in Chandigarh. No obstacle was
too hard to overcome, no amount of practice
too much, no experiment too futile and no
defeat so severe that it made a comeback
impossible. Shattered by his failure at the
2004 Athens Olympics when a gold medal
seemed imminent, he changed as a shooter:
from a boy who loved shooting, he became an
athlete bent on redemption, a scientist who
would try anything - from mapping his own
brain to drinking yak milk to climbing rock
walls - to win at the Beijing Olympics in 2008.
His victory was not just a personal triumph, it
was a gift to his nation, a breaking down of a
sporting barrier that had stood for a century.
Bindra's feat has taught his peers, and those
yet to come, that an Olympic gold isn't an
impossible dream. In ranges, on fields, in
arenas, Indian athletes now own a new belief,
they wear the knowledge that no challenge is
beyond them. Helping to tell this remarkable
story is sportswriter Rohit Brijnath, who
collaborated with Bindra in producing this
compelling autobigraphy of one of India's
greatest sportsmen.
The House of the Scorpion
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Bulletin
Diamonds are Forever
A Novel
A Shot At History
Shadow Girl
“Expertly timed original crime and
frenzied follow-up cannily solved by
lawyer-sleuth, with lavish
accompaniment of good wise-cracking.
Verdict: Superior.”—The Saturday Review
“Fast and furious.”—Kirkus The Big
Midget is the hit of the show in Jake
Justus's night club, until someone puts
an abrupt end to the Midget. Why were
eleven unmatched silk stockings used as
a noose? Who conked Jake when he got on
the killer's trail? John J. Malone
finds all the answers with the
energetic and hilarious assistance of
Jake Justus and the beautiful Helene.
Clear-eyed and spirited, Taylor Greer
grew up poor in rural Kentucky with the
goals of avoiding pregnancy and getting
away. But when she heads west with high
hopes and a barely functional car, she
meets the human condition head-on. By
the time Taylor arrives in Tucson,
Arizona, she has acquired a completely
unexpected child, a three-year-old
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American Indian girl named Turtle, and
must somehow come to terms with both
motherhood and the necessity for
putting down roots. Hers is a story
about love and friendship, abandonment
and belonging, and the discovery of
surprising resources in apparently
empty places. Available for the first
time in mass-market, this edition of
Barbara Kingsolver's bestselling novel,
The Bean Trees, will be in stores
everywhere in September. With two
different but equally handsome covers,
this book is a fine addition to your
Kingsolver library.
Gonzo journalist and literary
roustabout Hunter S. Thompson flies
with the angels—Hell’s Angels, that
is—in this short work of nonfiction.
“California, Labor Day weekend . . .
early, with ocean fog still in the
streets, outlaw motorcyclists wearing
chains, shades and greasy Levis roll
out from damp garages, all-night diners
and cast-off one-night pads in Frisco,
Hollywood, Berdoo and East Oakland,
heading for the Monterey peninsula,
north of Big Sur. . . The Menace is
loose again.” Thus begins Hunter S.
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Thompson’s vivid account of his
experiences with California’s most
notorious motorcycle gang, the Hell’s
Angels. In the mid-1960s, Thompson
spent almost two years living with the
controversial Angels, cycling up and
down the coast, reveling in the
anarchic spirit of their clan, and, as
befits their name, raising hell. His
book successfully captures a singular
moment in American history, when the
biker lifestyle was first defined, and
when such countercultural movements
were electrifying and horrifying
America. Thompson, the creator of Gonzo
journalism, writes with his usual
bravado, energy, and brutal honesty,
and with a nuanced and incisive eye; as
The New Yorker pointed out, “For all
its uninhibited and sardonic humor,
Thompson’s book is a thoughtful piece
of work.” As illuminating now as when
originally published in 1967, Hell’s
Angels is a gripping portrait, and the
best account we have of the truth
behind an American legend.
Empire of Pain
The Secret History of the Sackler
Dynasty
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The Fashion In Shrouds
Summary & Analysis
How to Change Your Mind
My Obsessive Journey to Olympic Gold
Getting the Message Through, the companion volume to Rebecca
Robbins Raines' Signal Corps, traces the evolution of the corps
from the appointment of the first signal officer on the eve of the
Civil War, through its stages of growth and change, to its service
in Operation DESERT SHIELD/DESERT STORM. Raines
highlights not only the increasingly specialized nature of warfare
and the rise of sophisticated communications technology, but also
such diverse missions as weather reporting and military aviation.
Information dominance in the form of superior communications
is considered to be sine qua non to modern warfare. As Raines
ably shows, the Signal Corps--once considered by some Army
officers to be of little or no military value--and the
communications it provides have become integral to all aspects of
military operations on modern digitized battlefields. The volume
is an invaluable reference source for anyone interested in the
institutional history of the branch.
A VINTAGE MURDER MYSTERY Agatha Christie called her ‘a
shining light’. Have you discovered Margery Allingham, the 'true
queen' of the classic murder mystery? First, there is a skeleton in
a dinner jacket. Then a corpse in a golden aeroplane. After
another body, private detective Albert Campion nearly makes a
fourth... Both the skeleton and the corpse have died with
suspicious convenience for Georgia Wells, a monstrous but
charming actress with a raffish entourage. Georgia's best friend
just happens to be Valentine, a top couturière and Campion's
sister. In order to protect Valentine, Campion must unravel a
story of blackmail and ruthless murder. As urbane as Lord
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Wimsey...as ingenious as Poirot... Meet one of crime fiction’s
Great Detectives, Mr Albert Campion.
The 48 Laws of Power
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